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Abstract:
The study of β-sheet mimetics represents an important step in understanding the
structural and function of β-sheets. The purpose of this report was to develop a β-sheet mimetic
through a diphenylacetylene backbone, coordinate the complex to tungsten and determine the
structural and conformational characteristics of the complex. In order to characterize the
different compounds ESI-MS, 1HNMR, COSY NMR, NOESY NMR, and ROESY NMR were
employed. The diphenylacetylene backbone contained two phenyl substituents with a peptide
chain of two amino acids. The β-sheet mimetic 1 was successfully synthesized utilizing peptide
coupling reactions and a Sonogashira coupling reaction. Previous research by the Curran group
has illustrated the ability of alkynylpeptides and dialkynylpeptides to be constrained to specific
conformational arrangements upon coordination to tungsten. Compound 1 was successfully
coordinated to tungsten to form 15. It was found that compound 15 maintained a β-sheet
conformation and was present as two diastereomers. The thesis will detail the synthetic steps
taken to create compound 1 and 15 and the NMR experiments that established the
conformational characteristics of the β-sheet mimetic.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Protein folding is essential to the structure and therefore the function of proteins. Many
physiological problems have been related to incorrect protein formation. For example, in
Alzheimer’s disease the aggregation of beta amyloid proteins within the intermembrane space of
brain cells is observed.1 It is believed that the beta amyloid proteins form from amyloid precursor
proteins (APP) that are truncated by the enzyme β-secretase.2 The amyloid precursor proteins
maintain a mostly alpha helical conformation; however, when the β-secretase enzyme truncates
the protein, it changes conformation to being primarily β-sheet. The change in conformation of
the amyloid precursor protein exposes hydrophobic amino acids to the aqueous extra cellular
environment. Consequently, the interactions between the hydrophobic side chains and its
aqueous environment cause the protein to aggregate and precipitate within the intramembranous
space of the brain cells. The putative relationship between the solubility of the beta amyloid
proteins and Alzheimer’s disease has motivated research of beta sheet stability and structure in
less complicated model systems to explore β-sheet stability and structure. This thesis will
develop a β-sheet mimetic by utilizing a diphenylacetylene backbone with two amino acid
residues and then coordinate the complex to tungsten.

1.1: Protein Characteristics
1.1.1: Amino Acid Structure and Characteristics
The formation of higher order protein structures
depends upon the intramolecular forces within the protein.
Intramolecular hydrogen bonding constitutes a force that

7

Figure 1.1: A generic depiction of an
amino acid containing an amide terminus,
21
carboxyl terminus and an R group.

contributes to the stabilization of unique protein structures. Proteins are composed of individual
subunits known as amino acids. Natural occurring amino acids are composed of a chiral central
carbon, designated as the α carbon, bound to an amino group, a hydrogen atom, a carboxyl group
and a unique R group (Figure 1.1). An R group can be hydrophobic, hydrophilic, basic, acidic, or
neutral which gives each amino acid its unique characteristics. The human DNA encodes for
twenty unique amino acids.
1.1.2: Protein Structures
Amino acid monomers can be assembled into protein polymers by linking the amine
group with the carboxylic acid group to form an
amide bond. A single stranded polypeptide chain
defines the primary structure of a protein (Figure
1.2). The amino acid sequence within the
primary structure of proteins can determine the
three dimensional structure of a protein.
The formation of a protein secondary

Figure 1.2: Multiple amino acids bound together via
peptide bonds form a polypeptide. A polypeptide chain
22
represents the primary structure of a protein.

structure involves intramolecular hydrogen bonds. Intramolecular hydrogen bonding represents
the electrostatic interaction between an electropositive hydrogen atom and an electronegative
heteroatom, typically an oxygen or nitrogen atom. Three possible conformations of protein
secondary structure can exist due to intramolecular hydrogen bonding. Intramolecular hydrogen
bonding can result in an α-helix, β-sheet or a turn conformation.

8

An α-helix consists of a single polypeptide chain in
which the intramolecular hydrogen bonding directs the peptide
to adopt a spiral conformation (Figure 1.3). Within the spiral
conformation the amide proton is attracted to the carbonyl of
the fourth amino acid residue down the peptide chain. For
many proteins, including myoglobin,3 the α-helix secondary
structure is the dominant structural feature.
A

β-sheet

conformation

constitutes

a

second

geometrical arrangement of the protein secondary structure. A
Figure 1.3: Diagram of a peptide in an
23
alpha helix conformation.

β-sheet consists of two polypeptide strands. The two strands
can be from different segments of a single polypeptide chain or

two separate chains. The intramolecular bond is formed when an amide hydrogen of one protein
segment interacts with an electronegative carbonyl on an opposing polypeptide strand. The result
is the formation of a series of intramolecular hydrogen bonds in a lateral plane. These
intramolecular hydrogen interactions can either occur in an anti-parallel or parallel fashion
(Figure 1.4).

9

Within
arrangement,

an
the

anti-parallel

orientation

of

a

polypeptide strand initiates its sequence
with a carbonyl and an amide on
opposing

strands.

One

polypeptide

strand runs left to right in the N-terminus
to

C-terminus

direction

while

the

Figure 1.4: Diagonal amide-carbonyl bonds represent a parallel βsheet, whereas vertical amide-carbonyl bonds represent an anti24
parallel β-sheet.

opposing polypeptide strand runs right to left in the N-terminus to C- terminus direction. A
parallel arrangement involves starting two complementary sequences with the opposing amide
groups or opposing carbonyl groups. Both strands will run left to right or right to left in the Nterminus to C-terminus direction. Generally, parallel β- sheet formation is less prevalent in
protein-protein interactions than anti parallel β-sheet formation3 but still plays an integral role in
peptide aggregation.
The tertiary structure of a protein is characterized by interactions between multiple
secondary structures. The tertiary structure is stabilized through hydrophobic and hydrophilic
interaction of the amino acid side chains as well as by disulfide bonds between cysteine residues.
Furthermore, a quaternary protein structure is characterized by the interactions of discretely
folded tertiary structures that yield oligomeric protein complexes. Within nature, the interactions
between the four different protein structures yield unique shapes. Therefore, it is essential to
understand the shape and the orientation of proteins and its polypeptide chains as they ultimately
determine the function and characteristics of the protein.4
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1.2: β- Sheet Modeling with a Diphenylacetylene Bridge
One such β- sheet model system that has been explored was linking peptide chains with
an alkyne group. Research done by Curran et. al indicated that peptide derivatives of 1,4-diamino
2-butyne, such as 1A,
conformation.5

adopt and maintain a C2 symmetric

As illustrated in Figure 1.5, two intramolecular

hydrogen bonds were present between the complementary amide and
carbonyl groups. The research suggested that the presence of the alkyne
group facilitated and assisted in the formation of the sheet-like
1A.
Figure 1.5: Intramolecular
hydrogen bonds were
evident in 1,4 diamino-25
butyne derivatives.

conformations.
It was of interest to determine whether phenyl groups attached
to the alkyne would provide further structural rigidity to the peptide

constituent groups. Previous research done by Kemp and Li in 1995 illustrated that a peptide
bearing a substituted diphenylacetylene (1B) moiety
constrained the peptide to a β-sheet conformation (Figure
1.6).7 The acetylene group in Figure 1.6 provided
structural integrity to allow the amide and carbonyl
groups of opposing amino acids to form intramolecular
1B.
Figure 1.6: The diphenylacetylene with single
amino acid substituent’s maintained a β-sheet
conformation. 6

hydrogen bonds which forces the peptide part of the

molecule to adopt a β-sheet conformation.
A 2,2’ disubstituted diphenylacetylene (1C) was also
shown to be an effective constraining agent through research by
1C.
Figure 1.7: A diphenylacetylene bridge was able
to constrain the Cε3 domain of IgE in a
conformation that allowed for successful
8
synthesis.

Spivey L. et. al.
human

Cε3

After a Sonogashira coupling reaction, the

domain
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of

IgE

was

mimicked

with

a

diphenylacetylene bridge.8 The A-B loop of the Cε3 domain
of IgE (1D) contains an anti-parallel β-strand with a Ω turn.
The diphenylacetylene provided sufficient constraint for
successful peptidomimetic synthesis. The constraint allowed

1D.
Figure 1.8: The A-B loop of Cε3 domain of IgE
that was successfully modeled through a
diphenylacetylene bridge.20

for the group to successfully mimic the Ser-344 and Pro-354
Bridge evident in Figure 1.8. Because the incorporation of a substituted diphenylacetylene into
β-sheets has been shown to influence complex conformation and formation of intramolecular
hydrogen bonds, a disubstituted diphenylacetylene will be employed into this thesis.

1.3: Tungsten-Alkyne Complexes
A metal ligand complex provides a unique and possibly favorable route for constraining
peptides to particular secondary structures due to four unique reasons. Curran et. al indicated that
metal ligand interactions are favorable for a adopting specific peptide conformations because
first, a metal ligand complex might be created in fewer steps then covalently constrained
peptides.9 Second, there are a wide variety of transition metal complex combinations. Third, the
conformation and behavior of the peptide can be easily analyzed using spectroscopic
characteristics of transition metals. Fourth, a transition metal within a peptide can be used to
facilitate X-ray crystal structure analysis.9 Previous research done by Richard et. al illustrated
that the transition metal tungsten coordinated to an alkyne would cause an decreased bite angle
of the alkyne.10 A decreased bite angle could assist in β-sheet modeling as complementary
strands of peptides would be forced closer to each other. Therefore, stabilization of a peptide βsheet through an alkyne-metal bond provided an interesting avenue for constraining two bound
peptide strands to a limited number of conformations.
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The alkyne tungsten bond is an energetically favorable bond. A tungsten metal contains
d orbitals and the alkyne contains four π electrons to donate. Consequently, an alkyne tungsten
interaction is promoted through the four electron donor qualities of the alkyne and the d orbitals
of the tungsten. The metal alkyne bond can then be stabilized through a pi back bonding
scheme.17 The strength of the tungsten alkyne bond provides an interesting prospect for β-sheet
mimetics through alkynylpeptide derivatives.
The behavior and efficiency of creating a peptide alkyne tungsten complex were studied
by Curran et. al. Through acylation, an alkyne was bound to either the carbonyl or amine end of
an amino acid. A tungsten covalently bound to two these alkyne complexes resulted in
conformational flexibility.9 As
evident

in

Figure

1.10,

the

tungsten alkyne complex formed
three

conformational

isomers,

two trans isomers (1F, IG) and
one cis isomer (1E). Curran et.

1E.

1F.

1G.

Figure 1.10: The di-peptide compound was constrained to these three
7
conformational isomers after being covalently bound to tungsten.

al

illustrated that an alkyne was an appropriate ligand for the metal-ligand bond for four reasons.
The alkyne did not react during the course of normal peptide synthesis. Second, the alkyne was
easily bound to both the C-terminus and N-terminus of the peptide. Third, the alkyne reacted
with a W(CO)3(dmtc)2. Fourth, the peptide series did not seem to alter the integrity of the metalalkyne back bonding scheme. Therefore, the formation of the alkynylpeptide complexes
provided evidence that an alkyne could be successfully bound to tungsten while allowing for
conformational flexibility.
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1.4: Characteristics of β-Sheet Dimerization
The ability for β-sheets to spontaneously dimerize within solution was probed by Nowick
et. al. The structure in Figure 1.11 was seen to adopt a
hydrogen bonded parallel β-sheet structure within
chloroform solution.11 The phenyl group of IH
provided structural assistance by controlling the
orientation of the tripeptide strands. In order to increase
the number of amino acid residues, uncontrolled

1H.

Figure 1.11: Parallel arrangement of the synthesized β12
sheet.

intramolecular interactions were limited by mimicking the hydrogen bonding pattern of one
peptide in a β- sheet conformation.11,12 The hydrogen bond pattern was mimicked by creating a
molecule (1I) that has a symmetrical β-sheet structure with respect to the complementary
peptide. Unlike Nowick’s system that used diurea
scaffolds to support the formation of parallel βsheets

(1H),

the

intramolecular

hydrogen

interactions in the second model system exhibited
natural anti-parallel β-sheet conformations (Figure
1I.
Figure 1.12: A reorganized hydrogen bonding template
12
that mimics the peptide strand.

1.13).
As the type of amino acid side chain was

thought to affect the stability of the β-sheet, 14, 15 the
extent to which this affected the stability of the βsheet was examined by Nowick et. al. Polar side
chains such as serine and threonine exhibited self
1J.

complementary hydrogen bonding. Hydrophobic

14

Figure 1.13: Anti-parallel arrangement of the synthesized β12
sheet.

amino acids such as alanine, valine,
leucine

and

preferential

isoleucine

interactions

exhibited
with

other

hydrophobic amino acid residues. The
studies also illustrated the ability of
parallel β-sheets to fold and dimerize
within water. Smaller peptides were not
as successful at folding within
solution as larger peptides due to

1K.

Figure 1.14: A macrocyclic dimer that self assembled within a water
based solution. Hydrophobic amino acid residues at the core (Phe,
12
Tyr) stabilized intramolecular hydrogen interactions.

their inability to create a large hydrophobic core.12 However, smaller peptides were successfully
made to dimerize by specifically choosing hydrophobic R groups and inserting a δ-linked
ornithine group, adjacent to the hydrophobic groups. In order for the peptides to successfully
dimerize without limitations, macrocyclic peptide structures were synthesized. The selfassembled macrocyclic dimers were able to form more complex geometric structures such as
tetramers and higher oligomers. Hydrophobic cores composed of amino acid side chains tyrosine
and

phenylalanine

stabilized

the

intramolecular

dimerization.12

15

hydrogen

interactions

required

for

1.5: Diphenylacetylene-Tungsten complexes
1.5.1: Binding of Diphenylacetylene to Tungsten
Previously, it was determined that tungsten can readily be coordinated to the ligand
diphenylacetylene.16 Research by Baker et. al indicated that the phenyl groups of the
diphenylacetylene had no effect on the geometry of the coordinating sphere to a tungsten-alkyne
complex.17 It was hypothesized that since integrity of the alkyne-metal bond was maintained, the
effect of covalently binding tungsten to a diphenylacetylene would provide the same
conformational support it provided to substituted monoalkyne complexes.7
1.5.2 A Substituted Diphenylacetylene Bound to Tungsten
Because a substituted diphenylacetylene (1B) proved an effective constraint for β-sheet
mimetics, the question was posed of how would tungsten coordinated to a diphenylacetylene
affect the integrity of the β-sheet. It has already been shown that tungsten provides
conformational restrictions to monoalkyne complexes with substituted peptide strands. Based
upon monoalkyne tungsten research9, Adam Boynton probed the effect upon the tungsten alkyne
bond by adding substituent groups to the phenyl groups. The presence of two complementary
single amino acid substituent groups had no effect upon the integrity of the tungsten alkyne back
bond. Furthermore, it was determined that multiple β-sheet diphenylacetylene molecules (1K1N) with a single amino acid coupled to each benzene ring could successfully be coordinated to
tungsten while retaining its β-sheet conformation.18
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1L.

1M.

1N.

1O.

Figure 1.15: The synthesized compounds that contained a 2-2’ disubstituted diphenylacetylene covalently bound to tungsten.
18
The conformation of the β-sheet was maintained throughout all four compounds.

1.6: Statement of Objective
The goal of this thesis was to synthesize a diphenylacetylene β-sheet with two amino
acids on each side a seen in compound (1P), coordinate the synthesized compound to tungsten
(1Q) and to study its conformational characteristics through 1H NMR spectroscopy. Two key
criteria were required of the constituent R group in order to be considered an acceptable residue.
First, the amino acid R group must not cause any steric hindrances to alter formation of the βsheet. Second, the amino acid R group must also have unique 1H NMR chemical resonances that
can be easily recognized. Four amino acids that satisfy these criteria include valine,
phenylalanine, alanine, and methionine. This thesis will discuss the synthesis and
characterization of compounds 1 and 15.

17

(1)

(15)
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Chapter 2: Materials and Methods

2.1: General Procedures:
2.1.1 Thin Layer Chromatography Analysis (TLC)
A 5 µL glass pipette was used in order to draw an amount of sample from a given solution. The
solution was then spotted onto a silica gel plate (Glass Backed TLC, Extra Hard 60 A°, Silicycle)
approximately one centimeter from the bottom of the plate. The solvent used was given time to
evaporate from the silica plate. The silica plate was placed into a TLC chamber that contained a
mobile phase with unique concentrations of hexanes and ethyl acetate. The chamber was closed
in order to equilibrate pressure and the mobile phase was allowed to travel until one centimeter
before the top of the silica gel. The TLC plate was quickly removed and the distance that the
mobile phase traveled was marked. Once the solvent had evaporated the separation of products
present in solution were evident through irradiation of the TLC plate under UV light. The silica
plate was also placed in an iodine chamber to highlight any product invisible under UV light.
2.1.2 Flash Column Chromatography
Separation of products within a mixture was done using flash column chromatography.25 A glass
column was selected based upon the mass of the mixture. For a mixture with a mass between
100-400mg a column with a 10 mm diameter was used, between 400-900mg a 20 mm column
was used, between 900-1600 mg a 30 mm column was used, between 1600-2500 a 40mm
column was used and above 2500 mg a 50 mm column was used. The column was placed
vertically within a fume hood. Approximately 2 cm of fine sand (Acros) was put in the bottom of
the column to provide structural support to the column. On top of the sand an amount of 15 cm
of 40-63µm silica gel was added. Another 2 cm of fine sand was placed on top of the silica gel to
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provide further integrity to the column. The column was tapped gently to allow the silica gel to
settle. The mobile phase of the column was dependent upon the Rf value of the product. The
solvents ethyl acetate and hexanes were varied in order to optimize the Rf value near 0.30. A
stock solution of the optimized mobile phase was created. With the bottom stopcock open, the
mobile phase was carefully added to the column. Once the mobile phase had completely filled
the column, 8-12 psi of nitrogen gas forced the remaining air out of the column. The column was
then drained until the mobile phase barely covered the upper layer of sand. Each mixture was
dissolved in as little amount of methylene chloride as possible and was carefully placed onto the
column. The mobile phase was carefully added to the column and nitrogen was forced through
the column. As the mobile phase drained fractions were collected. In order to determine the
location and presence of pure products individual fractions were assayed by TLC; initially, every
third fraction was assayed by TLC. Fractions with spots that had the same Rf value were pooled
together. The solvents in the pooled fractions were evaporated and the products were analyzed.
2.1.3 Nuclear Magnetic (NMR) Analysis
Products were characterized through NMR analysis. An amount of 20-30 mg of product
was placed in 1 mL of a deuterated solvent in a clean NMR tube. The tube was placed in a
Bruker AVANCE III 400 MHz NMR and the type of experiment was selected. The raw data was
processed and analyzed using the TopSpin 2.2 software.
2.1.4 Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry (ESI-MS) Analysis
An amount of 5-10 mg of product was dissolved within 1 mL of methanol in a
borosilicate glass tube. The sample was injected into a Finnigan Mat LCQ instrument via a 250
µL syringe. The XCalibur software was used locate the specific peak of the desired product. The
peak of interest corresponded to the molecular weight of the desired product plus sodium, the M
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+ Na cation. The sodium cation was present due to the borosilicate glass tube used for making up
the sample. 50 mass spectra were obtained and then averaged. The data was analyzed using the
Qual Browser function in the XCalibur software; this provided the experimental isotope pattern
for the M+ Na ion. The theoretical isotope patterns for the M+ Na ions were determined using
the online software Isotope Pattern Calculator V.4 that was developed by Junhau Yan.
2.1.5 Degassing Solvents
In order to ensure that a solvent (like diethylamine) did not contain any dissolved oxygen,
they were degassed. Within a 100 mL Erlenmeyer flask, a volume of approximately 20 mL of the
solvent was added. A large magnetic stir bar was placed within the Erlenmeyer flask. The flask
was connected to a water aspirator vacuum line and a rubber stopper was used to cover the
Erlenmeyer flask. The Erlenmeyer flask was placed on a stir plate. The spin level of the magnetic
stir bar was set at the highest level which caused the stir bar to jiggle in the solution. The solution
was placed under water aspirator vacuum for one minute. Immediately after the solvent was
degassed it was transferred to the reaction flask.
2.1.6 Preparation of Palladium Catalyst
Tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0) (Pd(PPh3)4) (Strem Chemical, 1155.56 g/mol)
was purified before a Sonogashira coupling reaction. The palladium catalyst was allowed to
warm to room temperature upon removal from the freezer. The catalyst had a brown color which
indicated that impurities had formed while in the freezer. The color of pure (Pd(PPh3)4) is
yellow. The impurities were removed by adding 5 mL of methanol. The flask was swirled and
the methanol (containing the impurities) was removed via a glass pipette. This process was
repeated three times in order to purify the palladium catalyst.
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2.1.7 Preparation of W(CO)3(dmtc)2
To 50 mL 3-neck round bottom flask under nitrogen 0.051 g of [W(CO)5I][Et4N] (581
g/mol, 1.0 mol eq., 0.087 mmol) was dissolved in 3 mL of degassed methanol. An amount of
0.026 g of I2 (254 g/mol, 1.1 eq., 0.12 mmol) was then added to the reaction flask. The reaction
was allowed to stir at 25° C for 10 minutes. The contents of the reaction flask were dark brown.
To this solution, an amount of 0.036 g of sodium dimethyldithiocarbamate hydrate (143.21
g/mol, 3.0 eq., 0.025 mmol) was added with another 1 mL of degassed methanol. The contents of
the reactions flask immediately turned a bright orange color. The solution was allowed to stir for
30 minutes under nitrogen at room temperature. The methanol was evaporated leaving an orange
product. The remaining product was redissolved in degassed methylene chloride and filtered
using a Kimwipe filter. The filtrate was added to a clean three-necked round bottom flask and the
methylene chloride was allowed to evaporate under a stream of nitrogen. The crude product was
used as is in the subsequent reactions.
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2.2 Synthesis of Compound and Reaction Schemes
2.2.1: Preparation of (Boc-Ala-O)2 4 (Scheme 1)

(3)

(4)

To a solution of 1.187 g (5.0 mol eq., 189.21 g/mol, 6.27mmol) of Boc-Ala-OH (Acros) in
10 mL methylene chloride (Fisher Scientific, Reagent Grade) in a 25 mL round bottom flask at
5°C was added 0.590 g (206.3 g/mol, 2.0 mol eq., 2.81mmol) of DCC (Aldrich). The resulting
solution stirred for 1.5 hours while it slowly warmed to 23°C. A white precipitate formed over
the course of the reaction. Next, the methylene chloride was evaporated. A white gooey product
remained in the reaction flask along with a white solid. The product in the flask was then taken
up in 25mL ethyl acetate. The white solid was removed via vacuum filtration. The methylene
chloride was evaporated from the filtrate and the product was immediately used for the next
reaction.
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2.2.2: Preparation of Compound 6 (Scheme 2)

(4)

(5)

(6)

A solution was made of the crude product from Scheme 1 (4) with 0.721 mL (1.0 mol eq. 117.15
g/mol, 1.030 g/cm3, 6.34mmol) of 2-ethynyllaniline (5) (Aldrich) in a 25mL RBF with 15 mL of
dry DMF. Next, 0.910 mL (2.0 mol eq., 129.25 g/mol, 0.742 g/cm3, 5.22mmol) of
diisopropylethylamine was added. The initial temperature of the reaction flask was 5°C and was
allowed to slowly warm to 23°C. The reaction ran for 24 hours. A TLC was taken of the crude
product from Scheme 2 (6) which contained three unique products. The solvent was evaporated
and the crude product was obtained. The percent yield of the crude sample was 85.3%. The crude
product was purified by flash chromatography (4:1 hexanes: ethyl acetate for all 1.5 liters of
eluant). The first product to elute from the column was unreacted 2-ethynylaniline. Pure 6
(11.9%) was the second product to elute from the column (fractions 47-79); it was a white
crystalline substance. The 1HNMR (Figure 2.1, see Table 2.1 for proton assignments) and ESMS
of fractions 47-79 confirmed the identity of 6. ESMS, M+ Na ion theoretical isotope pattern for
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C16H20N2O3Na: 311 (100%), 312 (18.4%), Found : 311 (100%), 312 (16.6%).
(16.6
f.
h.
a.

i.
g.

b.
j

c.

e.

d.
e.

c
d
b.

f.

g.

h.

j

a.

i.

Figure 2.1: The 1HNMR of the second product eluted after a flash column in schemes one and
two.
Chemical Shift (ppm)
3.51
8.78
2.33
5.04
1.47
8.45
7.55
7.46
7.14
4.39

Integration
1.01
1.02
0.85
1.00
9.00
0.91
1.19
1.20
0.97
1.10

Splitting Pattern
Singlet
Singlet
Singlet
Singlet
Singlet
Doublet (J=7.61 Hz)
Doublet (J= 7.54 Hz)
Triplet (J= 7.61 Hz)
Triplet (J=7.81 Hz)
Singlet

Letter
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

Group
Alkyne
-NH-CH3
-NH-CH3(Boc)
Benzene Ring H
Benzene Ring H
Benzene Ring H
Benzene Ring H
-CH-

Table 2.1: The resonance and integration values associated with the 1HNMR of compound 6.
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Figure 2.2: ESI-MS of compound 6. M+Na for C16H20N2O3Na found at 310.9m/z. The insert
represents the theoretical isotope pattern for the M+Na ion at 310.9 m/z.
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2.2.3: Preparation of 7 (Scheme 3)

(6)

(7)

An amount of 0.162 g of compound 6 (1 mol eq., 262.15g/mol, 0.062mmol) was reacted
with five drops of anisole (Sigma Aldrich) and 1.0 mL of trifluoroacetic acid (Fisher Scientific)
in 5 mL of methylene chloride(Fisher Scientific). The reaction flask was placed in an ice water
bath and allowed to equilibrate to 23°C over the course of the reaction. The reaction ran for 5
hours. The solvent was evaporated and the crude product was redissolved in 25 mL of ethyl
acetate and washed 3x with 25 mL of saturated sodium bicarbonate and 2x with 25 mL of
saturated salt (NaCl). The ethyl acetate was dried with magnesium sulfate, filtered into a clean
round bottom flask and the solvent evaporated. The 1HNMR of the crude product confirmed the
presence of compound 7 (Figure 2.3; see Table 2.2 for proton assignments). The percent yield of
the compound 7 was 8.3%
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g.

f.
c.

h.

e.
i.

e.

d.
b.
b.

d.

c.

g.
a.

h.
i.
f.

a.

Figure 2.3: The crude 1HNMR of the product following the removal of the Boc group from
compound 6.
Chemical Shift (ppm)
5.32-6.32
1.71
1.64
8.45
3.53
8.08
7.36
7.35
6.93

Integration
3.02
1.30
3.31
1.43
1.00
1.20
2.72
2.72
1.17

Splitting Pattern
Multiplet
Doublet (J=6.45 Hz)
Singlet
Singlet
Doublet (J=6.74 Hz)
Triplet (J=5.76 Hz)
Triplet (J= 6.56 Hz)
Doublet (J= 7.13 Hz)

Table 2.2: Proton assignment for 6 based on Figure 2.3.
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Letter
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Group
-NH3+
-CH-CH3
-NH- (Amide)
Alkyne Hydrogen
Aromatic H
Aromatic H
Aromatic H
Aromatic H

2.2.4 Synthesis of 2 (Scheme 4)

(7)

(8)

(2)

In a 25 mL round bottom flask compound 7 (1.1 mol eq., 0.192 g, 189.23 g/mol, 1.0
mmol) and 0.390 g (1.0 mol eq. 386.40 g/mol, 1.0 mmol) of Boc-Phe-ONp (Chem Impex) was
dissolved in 14 mL of dry DMF. An amount of 0.884 mL (5.0 mol eq, 129.25 g/mol, 0.742
g/cm3,5.07 mmol) of diisopropylethylamine was then added to the reaction flask. The reaction
was allowed to stir for 24 hours. The DMF was evaporated under high vacuum. The crude
product was redissolved in 25 mL ethyl acetate, and the resulting solution was washed 3 x 25 mL
1M HCl, 2 x 25 mL 1 M NaOH, and 2 x 25 mL saturated NaCl. A red solid product was present
after the ethyl acetate was evaporated. TLC analysis of the crude product revealed four unique
components. The crude product was purified using flash chromatography (4:1 ratio of hexanes:
ethyl acetate, 3 cm glass column, TLC: Rf 0.31). Fractions 88-131 contained the pure form of
compound 2. 1HNMR confirmed the presence of compound 2 (Figure 2.4, see Table 2.3 for
proton assignments). A mass of 0.211g corresponded to a percent yield of 48.2% for pure
compound 2. ESMS, M+ Na ion theoretical isotope pattern for C25H29N3O4Na: 458 (100%), 459
(28.6%), 460 (4.8%); Found: 458 (100%), 459 (25.3%), 460 (4.9%).
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c.
h.

b.

c.
n.

g.
j.

m.

d.
f.

j.

l.

e.
k.

i.
a.
i.
n.

k.
m.

b.

a.

l.

h. d.

e.

f.

g.

Figure 2.4: The 1HNMR of purified 2.
Table 2.3: Proton assignments for 2 based upon Figure 2.4.
Chemical Shift (ppm)
3.55
8.54
1.55
4.49
4.96
3.13
4.44
6.49
7.35
1.45
7.52
7.12

Integration
0.91
0.98
2.62
1.09
1.06
2.04
1.33
1.07
4.54 (5)
9.60
0.96
1.21

Splitting Pattern
Singlet
Singlet
Doublet (J=7.35 Hz)
Multiplet
Doublet (J=7.55 Hz)
Doublet (J=7.67 Hz)
Triplet (J=7.84 Hz)
Doublet (J=6.98 Hz)
Multiplet
Singlet
Doublet (J=6.78 Hz)
Triplet (J=7.52 Hz)
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Letter
a.
b.
c.
d.
h.
f.
g.
e.
i.
j.
k.
l.

Group
Alkyne Hydrogen
Amide (-NH-)
-CH3
-CHAmide (-NH-)
(Phenylalanine) -CH2-CHAmide (-NH-)
Phenylalanine Hydrogens
-CH3 (Boc Group)
Phenyl Group Hydrogen
Phenyl Group Hydrogen

7.35
8.38

1.17
1.09

Triplet (J=7.61 Hz)
Doublet (J=7.81 Hz)

Ferrocene Dies ter 2 run5_140123085822 #1
T: + c ESI Full m s [ 400.00-600.00]
435.68
100

m.
n.

RT: 0.01

AV: 1

Phenyl Group Hydrogen
Phenyl Group Hydrogen
NL: 1.12E7

90

RelativeAbundance

80
70
60
50

458.00

40
30
20

459.08

10
416.20
0
400

434.59
435.68
436.69
437.69
448.89
449.76
452.44
458.00
459.08
464.33
485.59

570498.0
11199274.0
2836764.0
551937.0
533674.0
311858.0
442863.0
5095031.0
1614915.0
368323.0
772059.0

422.56
420

437.69

448.89

440

464.33
460

475.63

485.59
487.60

480

507.83
500
m /z

5.09
100.00
25.33
4.93
4.77
2.78
3.95
45.49
14.42
3.29
6.89

Figure 2.5: ESI-MS of compound 2. M+H+ sodium cation (23 g/mol) for C25H29N3O4Na found at
458.0m/z. The insert represents the theoretical isotope pattern for the M+H ion at 435.7 m/z. The
peak at 485.7m/z represents the M+H peak for 2+ a potassium cation.
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Figure 2.6: A COSY 1HNMR of compound 2 from scheme 4; solvent is CDCl3.
Table 2.4: Major proton crosspeaks for Figure 2.6
Crosspeaking Protons
Ala (h) -NH (6.49ppm), Ala (d) -CH (4.63 ppm)
Ala (d) -CH (4.63 ppm), Ala (c) –CH3 (1.55 ppm)
Phe (f) –CH2 (3.13 ppm), Phe (g) –CH (4.49 ppm)
Phe (g) -CH (4.49 ppm), Phe(e) -NH (4.96 ppm)
Aromatic H (n) (8.38 ppm), Aromatic H (m) (7.35 ppm)
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2.2.5: Preparation of 11 (Scheme 5)

(9)

(10)

(11)

Method 1: An amount of 0.365 g of H-Met-OMe-HCl (1.1 mol eq, 163.2 g/mol, 2.23 mmol) was
added into a 25 mL round bottom flask with 12 mL of dry DMF. To the flask a 0.19 mL of
diisopropylethylamine (1.0 mol eq, 129.25 g/mol, 1.9 mmol) (Sigma Aldrich) was added. This
prep reaction ran for 15 minutes at 250 C. Within a 35 mL round bottom flask 0.507 g of 2iodobenzoic acid (1.0 mol eq, 248.02 g/mol, 2.04 mmol) and 1.04 g (1.1 mol eq, 520.39 g/mol,
1.99

mmol)

of

the

coupling

reagent

benzotriazol-1-yl-oxytripyrrolidinophosphonium

hexafluorophosphate (Chem Impex) (PyBop) was dissolved in 15.5 mL of methylene chloride.
The contents of the prep reaction were added to the reaction flask followed by 0.81 mL (3.0 mol
eq., 129.25 g/mol,4.65 mmol, 0.742 g/cm3) of diisopropylethylamine. After stirring at 25°C for
22 hours, the solvent was evaporated. The crude product was redissolved in 25 mL of ethyl
acetate and washed 3 x 25 mL 1M HCl, 3 x 25 mL with 1M NaOH and 1 x 25 mL concentrated
NaCl). The ethyl acetate layer was dried with MgSO4, filtered and the ethyl acetate evaporated
to yield 0.845g (105.2 %) of the crude product. The crude product was purified using flash
chromatography (2:1 ratio of hexanes: ethyl acetate, TLC: Rf 0.31) Fractions 70-94 contained
13.2% yield of pure 1: ESMS, M+ Na ion theoretical isotope pattern for C13H16NO3SINa: 416
(100%), 417 (15.5%), 418 (6.3%); Found: 416 (100%), 417 (22.2%), 418 (3.2%).
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Method 2:

(9)

(10)

(11)

An amount of 0.579 g of H-Met-OMe-HCl (1.1 mol eq., 163.2 g/mol, 3.54 mmol) was dissolved
in 12 mL dry DMF in a 25 mL round bottom flask. To the flask 0.307 mL of
diisopropylethylamine (1.0 mol eq. 129.25 g/mol, 3.0 mmol) (Sigma Aldrich) was added. This
prep reaction ran for 15 minutes at 250C. Within a 35 mL round bottom flask 0.801 g of 2iodobenzoic acid (1.0 mol eq., 248.18 g/mol, 3.22 mmol) and 1.34 g (1.1 eq, 380.23 g/mol, 3.52
mmol) of the coupling reagent HATU (Chem Impex) was dissolved in 15.5 mL of methylene
chloride. The contents of the prep reaction were added to the reaction flask followed by 1.68 mL
(3.0 mol eq, 129.25 g/mol, 0.742 g/cm3, 9.68mmol) of diisopropylethylamine. After stirring at
25°C for 22 hours, the solvent was evaporated. The crude product was redissolved in 25 mL of
ethyl acetate and washed 3 x 25 mL 1M HCl, 3 x 25 mL 1M NaOH and 1 x 25 mL concentrated
NaCl. The ethyl acetate layer was dried with MgSO4, filtered and the ethyl acetate evaporated to
yield 0.901 g (71.1%) of the pure 11. 1HNMR (Figure 2.7, see Table 2.5 for proton assignments)
and ESI-MS indicated the presence of compound 11. ESMS, M + Na ion theoretical isotope
pattern for C13H16NO3SINa: 416 (100%), 417 (15.5%), 418 (6.3%); Found: 416 (100%), 417
(14.5%), 418 (7.1%).
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a.
e.
f.
a.
d
. c.

b.

b
.

f.
c.

e.

d.

Figure 2.7: The 1HNMR of the product after a flash column suggested that compound 11 was present
within the sample.

Table 2.5: The proton assignments for compound 11 as illustrated by Figure 2.7.
Chemical Shift (ppm)
3.71
6.55
2.22
4.93
2.62
2.21

Integration
3.00
0.96
3.27
1.07
1.94
3.27

Splitting Pattern
Singlet
Doublet (J= 7.45 Hz)
Singlet
Triplet (J= 6.75 Hz)
Quartet (J= 7.01 Hz)
Multiplet
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Letter
a.
b.
c.
d.
f.
e.

Group
-OCH3
-NH-SCH3
-CH-CH2-CH2-

p145-(3) #1-50 RT: 0.00-0.35 AV: 50 NL: 8.31E7
T: + c ESI Full ms [ 300.00-500.00]
393.13

100
90

R e la tiv e A b u n d a n c e

80
70
60
50
40
415.84

30
394.93

20
10
309.21

326.64
320

333.71

345.98
340

361.72
358.68 362.76
360

389.03
384.70
380

409.76 416.85
431.85 439.84
407.43
400
m/z

420

440

477.02
458.39 466.54
460

488.34
480

p145-(3)#1-50 RT: 0.00-0.35 AV: 50
T: + c ESI Full ms [ 300.00-500.00]
m/z
Intensity Relative
2134830.9
2.57
309.21
3012328.7
3.62
333.71
345.98
3929592.8
4.73
347.92
1739903.1
2.09
361.72
5592654.0
6.73
4601194.5
5.53
389.03
392.49
1532752.4
1.84
393.13 83133775.4
100.00
84.47
393.82 70220575.8
394.93 16102975.1
19.37
395.85
3971880.4
4.78
409.76
4759476.7
5.73
28.00
415.84 23274144.9
416.85
3374869.7
4.06
431.85
1651247.4
1.99
473.61
4130818.4
4.97
1680769.6
2.02
475.63
477.02
5566674.8
6.70

Figure 2.8: ESI-MS of compound 11, using the coupling reagent HATU. M+ sodium cation(23
g/mol) for C13H16NO3SINa found at 415.84m/z. The insert represents the theoretical isotope
pattern for the M+Na ion at 415.84 m/z.. The peak at 393.19 m/z represents the M for compound
11.
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2.2.6: Preparation of 12 (Scheme 6)

(11)

(12)

An amount of 0.839 g (1.0 mol eq., 319.15 g/mol, 2.6 mmol) of 11 was added to a
solution of 2.13 mL MeOH and 21.3 mL (10 mol eq) of 1M NaOH (Fisher Scientific, Reagent
Grade). The reaction flask immediately turned clear after the addition of the sodium hydroxide.
The reaction ran for 12 hours. Excess MeOH was evaporated which yielded a gooey white
material. The crude product was taken up in 25 mL of distilled water. Concentrated HCl (12M)
was added to the solution to make it acidic. Upon addition of the HCl, the solution turned cloudy
white. After the acidification, 25 mL of ethyl acetate was added to the flask, which caused the
cloudy appearance to dissipate. The acidic aqueous solution was extracted three times with 25mL
of ethyl acetate.

The ethyl acetate extracts were pooled, dried with MgSO4, filtered and

evaporated to yield 52.8% of pure 12, as indicated by 1HNMR (Figure 2.9, see Table 2.7 for
proton assignments). ESMS, M+ Na ion theoretical isotope pattern for C12H14NO3SINa: 402
(100%), 403 (14.4%), 404 (6.1%); Found: 402 (100%), 403 (11.8%), 404 (4.5%).
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a.
c.
b.
d.

k.
e.

i.

a.

j.
g.

h.

i.
g.

j.

k.
h.

e.

d.

c.

b.

Figure 2.9: The 1HNMR of compound 12.. The loss of the singlet peak at 3.7ppm suggested that the
hydroxyl group of compound 11 was removed. The large peak at 3.2 ppm arises from water.

Table 2.6:The
The proton assignments for compound 12 as illustrated by Figure 2.9.
Chemical Shift (ppm)
2.06
1.91
2.61
4.15
4.51
7.15
7.31
7.45
7.87
8.71

Integration
3.23
1.41
2.62
0.75
1.12
1.06
1.00
1.06
1.00
0.96

Splitting Pattern
Singlet
Multiplet
Multiplet
Singlet
Quartet (J= 4.79 Hz)
Triplet (J= 8.21 Hz)
Doublet (J= 7.75 Hz)
Triplet (J=9.63 Hz)
Doublet (J=7.69 Hz)
Doublet (J=7.54 Hz)
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Letter
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
h.
j.
i.
g.
k.

Group
-SCH3-CH2-CH2-OH
-CHAromatic H
Amide H
Aromatic H
Aromatic H
Aromatic H

GPAP_140309180053 #1-49 RT: 0.00-0.33 AV: 49 NL: 6.95E7
T: + c ESI Full ms [ 300.00-500.00]
401.84

100
90

Relative Abundance

80
70
60
50

379.12

40
30
20
485.40

309.86
326.86

10
0
300

316.62
320

333.76 347.11
340

361.80
360

374.00

380.94

380

393.72
400
m/z

415.82 423.90
420

468.64 481.71

438.83 448.90
440

460

480

487.54
500

GPAP_140309180053#1-50 RT: 0.00-0.33 AV: 50
T: + c ESI Full ms [ 300.00-500.00]
m/z
Intensity Relative
2910468.1
4.22
306.28
309.86
8051408.9
11.68
4996839.2
7.25
326.86
331.99
3747744.9
5.44
333.76
2898764.2
4.20
361.80
3607313.9
5.23
2375052.9
3.44
374.00
379.12 30438347.8
44.15
379.92 19929729.4
28.91
380.94
5078221.9
7.37
2602223.5
3.77
382.86
393.72
2692754.0
3.91
401.84 68948469.3
100.00
402.85
8161372.3
11.84
3158277.4
4.58
403.86
415.82
3474952.1
5.04
417.83
1982250.0
2.87
2034038.8
2.95
423.90

Figure 2.9.2: ESI-MS of compound 11. M+H+ sodium cation (23 g/mol) for C12H14NO3SINa
found at 401.8m/z. The insert represents the theoretical isotope pattern for the M+H+Na ion at
401.8 m/z. The peak at 379.1 m/z represents the M+H for compound 11.
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2.2.7: Preparation of 14 (Scheme 7)

(12)

(13)

(14)

An amount of 0.192 g of H-Val-OMe-HCl (Bachem) (1.1 mol eq, 130.32 g/mol, 0.81
mmol) was dissolved in 12 mL of dry DMF in a 25 mL round bottom flask. To the flask a 0.091
mL (0.73 mmol, 1.0 mol eq, 129.25 g/mol) of diisopropylethylamine (Sigma Aldrich) was added.
This prep reaction ran for 15 minutes at 250C. Within a 35 mL round bottom flask was dissolved
0.280 g of 12 (1.0 mol eq, 379.12 g/mol, 0.75 mmol) and 0.308 g (1.1 mol eq, 380.23 g/mol, 0.81
mmol) of the coupling reagent HATU (Chem Impex) in 8 mL of dry DMF. The contents of the
prep reaction were added to the reaction flask followed by 0.212 mL (3.0 mol eq., 129.25 g/mol,
1.24 mmol, 0.742 g/cm3) of diisopropylethylamine. The initial color of the reaction flask was
bright yellow and turned dark yellow over the course of 24 hours. After stirring at 25°C for 24
hours, the DMF was evaporated under high vacuum. The crude product was redissolved in 25
mL of ethyl acetate and washed 3 x 25 mL 1M HCl, 3x 15 mL 1M NaOH and 1 x 25 mL with
concentrated NaCl. The ethyl acetate layer was dried with MgSO4, filtered and the ethyl acetate
evaporated to yield 69.1 % of the pure 14; TLC (Rf 0.33). ESMS, M+ Na ion theoretical isotope
pattern for C18H25N2O4SINa: 515 (100%), 516 (21.4%), 517 (7.5%); Found: 515 (100%), 516
(20.3%), 517 (6.2%).
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a
b.
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Figure 2.10: The 1HNMR of 14.. The peaks were consistent with a valine and methionine residue within an
orthosubstituted benzene ring.

Chemical Shift (ppm)
2.21
2.33
2.74
6.63
1.02

Integration
3
2
2.12
1.01
5.78

Splitting Pattern
Singlet
Triplet (J= 6.58 Hz)
Quartet (J=6.03 Hz)
Doublet (J= 7.32 Hz)
Doublet (J= 7.43 Hz)

2.12
3.74
6.83
4.92
4.55

2.79
0.96
1.00
0.99

Multiplet
Singlet
Doublet (J=7.45 Hz)
Quartet (J= 7.43 Hz)
Triplet (J= 7.31 Hz)

Group
-S-CH
CH3
-S-CH
CH2-CH2-NH
NH-CH3 (Valine Methyl
Hydrogens)
-CH
CH-OCH
OCH3
-NH
NH-CH
CH-CH
CH-

Table 2.8:: Proton assignments for 14 as illustrated in Figure 2.10.
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Letter
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

EP-Fr8-11_140216152828 #1-50 RT: 0.01-0.34 AV: 50 NL: 2.23E8
T: + c ESI Full ms [ 400.00-600.00]
514.97
100
90

R elative Abu ndance

80
70
60
50
530.86
40
30
515.97

20
10

492.17

496.93

0
490

495

502.97 507.15
500

505

510

515

536.82

523.08 530.11

514.21
520

550.64
551.63

531.90

516.96

525

530
m/z

535

540

546.92
545

550

555

559.99
560

564.94
565

572.89
570

EP-Fr8-11_140216152828#1-50 RT: 0.01-0.34 AV: 50
T: + c ESI Full ms [ 400.00-600.00]
m/z= 486.26-574.55
m/z
Intensity Relative
7694829.9
3.44
492.17
493.15
4808945.5
2.15
514.97 223482711.0
100.00
515.97
45264216.2
20.25
516.96
13864956.8
6.20
521.02
4956043.7
2.22
523.08
4192105.8
1.88
530.86
95169982.4
42.58
531.90
19377642.3
8.67
532.90
7225337.9
3.23
533.85
3121844.4
1.40

Figure 2.11: ESI-MS of compound 14. M+ sodium cation(23 g/mol) for C25H24 N2O4SINa found
at 514.9m/z. The insert represents the theoretical isotope pattern for the M +Na ion at 514.9m/z.
The ion peak at 530.8 m/z represents the M+ potassium (35 g/mol) peak.
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Figure 2.12 A COSY 1HNMR of compound 14 from Scheme 7; solvent is CDCl3.
Table 2.9: Major proton crosspeaks for Figure 2.12
Crosspeaking Protons
Met (d) -NH (6.63ppm), Met (i) -CH (4.50 ppm)
Met (i) -CH (4.50 ppm), Met (b) –CH2 (2.33 ppm
Met (b) –CH2 (2.33 ppm), Met (c) –CH2 (2.75 ppm)
Val (c) -CH3 (0.97 ppm), Val(f) -CH (2.12 ppm)
Val (f) -CH (2.16 ppm), Val (j) –CH (4.92 ppm)
Val (j) -CH (4.50 ppm), Val (h) -NH (6.83 ppm)
Aromatic H (7.90 ppm), Aromatic H (7.45 ppm)
Aromatic H (7.45 ppm), Aromatic H (7.17 ppm)
Aromatic H (7.17 ppm), Aromatic H ( 7.47 ppm)
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2.2.8: Synthesis of 1 (Scheme 8) Sonogashira Coupling

(14)

(2)

(1)

Attempt 1: An amount of 0.021 g (1.0 mol eq., 435 g/mol, 0.048 mmol ) of 2 and 0.033 g (1.1
mol eq., 492 g/mol, 0.067 mmol) of 14 were dissolved in 5 mL degassed diethylamine in a 25 mL
two-neck round bottom flask. The palladium catalyst was purified and diethylamine was
degassed before the reaction (see section 2.1). Once 2 and 14 had dissolved, a current of nitrogen
gas was passed through the two-neck round bottom flask for 10 minutes in order to remove
oxygen. Next, 0.0083 g of purified (Pd(PPh3)4) (0.15 mol eq.) was then added to the flask,
followed by 0.0075 g (0.82 mol eq.,190.45 g/mol, 0.03 mmol) of copper iodide (Sigma Aldrich).
The flask was secured and the reaction was placed under positive nitrogen pressure. The initial
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color of the reaction was dark yellow. After two hours the reaction content turned purple. The
reaction was allowed to stir at 25°C for 25 hours.
After 25 hours the contents of the flask had changed to a dark brown color. The contents
of the reaction flask were transferred to a single neck round bottom flask; 5 mL of diethylamine
was used to rinse the two-neck flask and ensure complete transfer. The solvent was evaporated.
The contents of the reaction flask was taken up in 25 mL of ethyl acetate and washed 3 x 25 mL
of 1M HCl, 2 x 25 mL of 1M NaOH, and 1 x 25 mL of concentrated NaCl. TLC of the crude
product indicated that compound 14 was still present but compound 2 was not. Two new spots
were evident. 1HNMR of crude 1 was taken (Figure 2.13). ESMS, M+ Na ion theoretical isotope
pattern for C43H53N5O8SNa: 822 (100%), 823 (50.1%), 264 (18.4%), 825 (5.0%); Found: 891
(100%), 892 (49.8%), 893 (14.5%). An attempt to purify the crude product through flash
chromatography (5:1 ratio of hexanes: ethyl acetate, 3 cm glass column, TLC: Rf 0.33) produced
three pure products. The ESMS and 1HNMR of three products did not match that of the desired
compound 1. One of the isolated products was unreacted 14. The compound with a molecular ion
peak of 891 m/z was not isolated.
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Figure 2.13: A 1HNMR of the first attempt of coupling compound 14 and compound 2 by a
Sonogashira reaction. The 1HNMR was taken before column purification. The solvent is DMSO.
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Figure 2.14: ESI-MS from scheme 8 attempt 1 before column purification. ESMS, M+ Na ion
theoretical isotope pattern for C43H53N5O8SNa: 822 (100%), 823 (50.1%), 264 (18.4%), 825
(5.0%); Found : 891 (100%), 892 (49.8%), 893 (14.5%)
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Attempt 2:
An amount of 0.025 g (1.0 mol eq., 435 g/mol, 0.057 mmol ) of 2 and 0.033 g (1.1 mol
eq., 492 g/mol, 0.067 mmol) of 14 were dissolved in 5 mL degassed diethylamine in a 25mL
two-neck round bottom flask. The palladium catalyst was purified and the diethylamine was
degassed (see section 2.1). Once 2 and 14 had dissolved, a current of nitrogen gas was passed
through the two-neck round bottom flask for 10 minutes in order to remove oxygen. The current
of nitrogen was added after 2 and 14 had dissolved because the compounds were sensitive to
electrostatic interactions with its surroundings. Next, 0.007 g of purified (Pd(PPh3)4) (0.12 mol
eq.) was then added to the flask, followed by 0.012 g (0.88 mol eq.,190.45 g/mol, 0.06 mmol) of
copper iodide (Sigma Aldrich). The flask was secured and the reaction was placed under positive
nitrogen pressure. The initial color of the reaction was dark yellow. After two hours the reaction
content turned purple. The reaction was allowed to stir at 25°C for 23 hours.
After 25 hours the contents of the flask had changed to a dark brown color, as seen in
attempt 1. The contents of the reaction flask were transferred to a single neck round bottom
flask; 5 mL of diethylamine was used to rinse the two-neck flask and ensure complete transfer.
The solvent was evaporated. The contents of the reaction flask were taken up in 25 mL of ethyl
acetate and washed 3 x 25 mL of 1M HCl, 2 x 25 mL of 1M NaOH, and 1 x 25 mL of
concentrated NaCl. TLC of the crude product indicated that both starting reactants were no
longer present. Three new spots were evident. 1HNMR of crude 1 was taken (Figure 2.15). An
attempt to purify the crude product through flash chromatography (5:1 ratio of hexanes: ethyl
acetate, 3 cm glass column, TLC: Rf 0.33) produced three unique products. As with attempt one,
the ESMI and 1HNMR of three products did not match that of the desired compound 1. ESMS,
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M + Na ion theoretical isotope pattern for C43H53N5O8SNa: 822 (100%), 823 (50.1%), 264
(18.4%), 825 (5.0%); Found : 891 (100%), 892 (49.5%), 893 (14.2%).

Figure 2.15: A crude 1HNMR of the second attempt of coupling compound 14 and compound 2
by a Sonogashira reaction. The solvent is CDCl3.
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Figure 2.16: ESI-MS of crude from Scheme 8 attempt 1. M+ Na ion theoretical isotope pattern
for C43H53N5O8SNa: 822 (100%), 823 (50.1%), 264 (18.4%), 825 (5.0%); Found : 891 (100%),
892 (49.5%), 893 (14.2%).
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Attempt 3:
An amount of 0.017 g (1.0 mol eq., 435 g/mol, 0.039 mmol ) of 2 and 0.026 g (1.3 mol
eq., 492 g/mol, 0.067 mmol) of 14 were placed in a 25mL two-neck round bottom flask and
dissolved in 5 mL degassed diethylamine. The same preparatory steps were done as in attempt 1
and attempt 2 Once 2 and 14 had dissolved, a current of nitrogen gas was passed through the
two-neck round bottom flask for 10 minutes in order to remove oxygen. Next, 0.007 g of purified
(Pd(PPh3)4) (0.12 mol eq.) was then added to the flask, followed by 0.010g (0.88 mol eq.,190.45
g/mol, 0.06 mmol) of copper iodide (Sigma Aldrich). The flask was secured and the reaction was
placed under positive nitrogen pressure. The initial color of the reaction was dark yellow. After
twenty four hours the reaction flask turned brown. After forty eight hours the reaction flask was
dark brown. The reaction was allowed to stir at 25°C for 48 hours.
The contents of the reaction flask were transferred to a single neck round bottom flask; 5
mL of diethylamine was used to rinse the two-neck flask and ensure complete transfer. The
solvent was evaporated. The contents of the reaction flask was taken up in 25 mL of ethyl acetate
and washed three times with 25mL of 1M HCl, twice with 25mL of 1M NaOH, and once with 25
mL of concentrated NaCl. The ethyl acetate was evaporated and the product was placed on the
vacuum line for 24 hours. TLC of the crude sample contained three unique spots by iodine
detection. Neither compound 2 or 14 was evident by TLC analysis. The crude product was
purified through flash chromatography (2:1 ratio of hexanes: ethyl acetate, 5 mm glass column,
TLC: Rf 0.28). Fractions 35-52 contained pure compound 1, as indicated by 1HNMR (Figure
2.17, see Table 2.10 for proton assignments). ESMS data indicated the presence of compound 1.
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M+ Na ion theoretical isotope pattern for C43H53N5O8SNa: 822 (100%), 823 (50.1%), 264
(18.4%), 825 (5.0%); Found: 822 (100%), 823 (43.0%), 824 (15.2%), 825(3.5%).
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Figure 2.17: The 1HNMR of compound 1 after successful purification by flash chromatography.
The resonances of all four amino acid side chain groups are present Some protons are unlabeled
because they could not be found in the spectra.

Table 2.10: Proton assignments for 1 as illustrated in Figure 2.17.
Chemical Shift (ppm)
9.51
8.60
8.38
7.77
7.75
7.24
6.82
5.59
4.59
5.30
4.53
4.92

Integration
1.00
1.03
1.12
1.06
1.04
4.30
1.02
2.10
1.64
0.97
1.51
0.67

Splitting Pattern
Singlet
Doublet (J= 6.71 Hz)
Doublet (J=7.01 Hz)
Doublet (J=6.03 Hz)
Doublet (J= 7.32 Hz)
Multiplet
Doublet (J=6.10 Hz)
Doublet ( J=6.32 Hz)
Multiplet
Singlet
Multiplet
Triplet
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Group
-NH
Aromatic H
Valine -NH
Aromatic H
Aromatic H
Phenylalanine Ring
Methionine -NH
Alanine -CH
Phenylalanine -CH
Phenylalanine -NH
Methionine -CH
Valine -CH

Letter
i.
t.
n.
u.
v.
c.
s.
h.
e.
b.
r.
k.

4.55
3.09
2.14
2.66
2.15
2.16
1.56
1.43
0.97

0.99
0.92
2.33
1.81
~2.00
~1.00
1.03
9.35
6.19

Doublet (J=4.56 Hz)
Doublet (J=8.90 Hz)
Doublet
Multiplet
Multiplet
Triplet (J=6.54 Hz)
Doublet (9.23 Hz)
Singlet
Multiplet
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Methyl Ester -CH3
Phenylalanine –CH2
Methionine –CH3
Methionine –CH2
Methionine –CH2
Valine -CH
Alanine -CH
BOC –CH3
Valine –CH3

j.
d.
q.
o.
p.
l.
h.
a.
m.

Figure 2.18: A COSY 1HNMR of the third attempt of coupling compound 14 and compound 2 by
a Sonogashira reaction; solvent is CDCl3.
Table 2.10: Major proton crosspeaks for Figure 2.15
Crosspeaking Protons
Ala (g) -CH3 (1.54 ppm), Ala (h) -CH(5.58 ppm)
Ala (h) -CH (5.58 ppm), Ala (f) -NH (7.25 ppm)
Met (o) -CH2 (2.66 ppm), Met (p) -CH2 (2.15 ppm)
Met (p) -CH2 (2.15 ppm), Met (r) -CH (4.53 ppm
Met (r) -CH (4.53 ppm), Met (s) -NH (6.81 ppm)
Val (m) -CH3 (0.97 ppm), Val(l) -CH (2.16 ppm)
Val (l) -CH (2.16 ppm), Val (k) -CH (4.50 ppm)
Val (k) -CH (4.50 ppm), Val (n) -NH (8.35 ppm)
Phe (d) -CH2 (3.09 ppm), Phe (e) -CH (4.57 ppm)
Phe (e) -CH (4.57 ppm), Phe (b.) -NH (5.30 ppm)
(t) Aromatic H (8.59 ppm),(u) Aromatic H (7.45 ppm)
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Figure 2.19: ESI-MS of compound 1. M+ sodium cation (23 g/mol) for C43H53N5O8S found at
822.1m/z. The insert represents the theoretical isotope pattern for the M+Na ion at 822.35 m/z.
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2.2.9: Coordination of 1 to tungsten (Scheme 9), R1=CH2CH2SCH3 (Met)

A volume of 3 mL of degassed methanol was added to 0.052 g of prepared
W(CO)3(dmtc)2 508 g/mol, 1.1 eq. 0.098mmol) under N2. The complex was allowed to dissolve
into the methanol. To the reaction flask, 0.069 g (0.088 mmol, 799 g/mol, 1 mol eq.) of
compound 1 was added. The reaction was run under positive nitrogen pressure as the intended
product is air sensitive. The initial color of the reaction flask was bright orange. After 24 hours
the reaction flask began to turn a light brown color. After 48 hours the contents of the reaction
flask possessed a dark green color. The reaction ran for 120 hours under positive nitrogen
pressure. The methanol was evaporated under a stream of N2 gas. The crude product was
purified by flash chromatography (3:2 ratio of ethyl acetate: hexanes, 3 cm glass column, TLC:
Rf 0.31). The contents of fractions 29-40 were immediately pooled into a 200 mL round bottom
flask and the solvent was evaporated. Compound 15 was immediately placed on the high vacuum
line to avoid exposure to oxygen. ESMS data indicated the presence of compound 15. M + Na
ion theoretical isotope pattern for C50H65N7O9S5WNa: 1272 (52.1%), 1273 (60.3%)1274 (100%),
1275 (59.0%), 1276 (91.0%), 1277 (49.1%), 1278 (29.8%), 1279 (12.2%); Found: 1272 (63.5%),
1273 (63.3%), 1274 (100%), 1275 (64.5%), 1276 (83.9%), 1277 (45.3%), 1278 (24.2%)
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Figure 2.20: ESI-MS of compound 15. M+ sodium cation (23 g/mol) for C43H53N5O8SNa found
at 822.13m/z. M+ Na peak for C50H65N7O9S5WNa can be found at 1273.65 m/z. The peak at
1245.79 m/z represents the M-CO+Na ion. The peak at 1261.89 m/z represents the M-C+Na ion.
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Figure 2.21: ESI-MS of compound 15. M+ sodium cation (23 g/mol) for C50H65N7O9S5WNa found
at 1273.72m/z. The insert represents the theoretical isotope pattern for the M+ ion at 1273.72
m/z. The peak at 1245.79 m/z represents the M-CO+Na ion. The peak at 1261.89 m/z represents
the M-C+Na ion.
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t.
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Figure 2.22: The 1HNMR of compound 15 after purification by flash chromatography. An
increase in the resonance shift can be seen of amide protons.
Table 2.11: The resonance assignments for Figure 2.22.
Chemical Shift (ppm)
9.04
8.33
7.64
7.64
7.44
7.24
7.17
6.91

Integration
1.20
1.17
1.07
1.07
1.20
5.50
1.34

6.73
5.06
5.01
4.55
4.32
3.75
3.21

1.08
1.73
1.73
0.99
0.92
3.00
12.19

Splitting Pattern
Doublet (J=11.05 Hz)
Doublet (J= 7.71 Hz)
Triplet (J=7.74 Hz)
Triplet (J=7.74 Hz)
Triplet (J= 7.77 Hz)
Multiplet
Doublet of Doublet
( J=17.62 Hz)
Doublet
Multiplet
Multiplet
Multiplet
Multiplet
Singlet
Multiplet
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Group
Ethynylanaline -NH
Aromatic H
Valine -NH
Aromatic H
Aromatic H
Phenylalanine Ring
Methionine -NH
Alanine -NH

Letter
i.
t.
n.
u.
e.
s.
f.

Aromatic H
Methionine -CH
Phenylalanine -NH
Alanine -CH
Valine –CH
Methyl Ester –CH3
DMTC –CH3

s.
b.
h.
k.
j.
a.

3.01
2.61
2.08
2.09
1.39
1.28
0.99

1.93
2.05
3.21
9.22
3.40
6.21

Multiplet
Multiplet
Multiplet
Singlet
Singlet
Singlet
Doublet
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Phenylalanine –CH2
Methionine –CH2
Methionine –CH2
Methionine –CH3
BOC –CH3
Alanine –CH3
Valine –CH3

d.
o.
p.
q.
c.
g.
m.

Figure 2.23: A COSY of compound 15 after purification by flash chromatography.
Table 2.12; The coupling schemes of compound 15, as seen in Figure 2.22.
Crosspeaking Protons
Ala (g) -CH3 (1.28 ppm), Ala (h) -CH(4.87 ppm)
Ala (h) -CH (4.87 ppm), Ala (f) -NH (6.91 ppm)
Met (o) -CH2 (2.58 ppm), Met (p) -CH2 (2.08 ppm)
Met (p) -CH2 (2.08 ppm), Met (r) -CH (5.06) ppm
Met (r) -CH (5.06 ppm), Met (s) -NH (7.17 ppm)
Val (m) -CH3 (0.99 ppm), Val(l) -CH (2.21 ppm)
Val (l) -CH (2.21 ppm), Val (k) -CH (4.51 ppm)
Val (k) -CH (4.51 ppm), Val (n) -NH (7.90 ppm)
Phe (d) -CH2 (3.02 ppm), Phe (e) -CH (4.32 ppm)
Phe (e) -CH (4.32 ppm), Phe (b.) -NH (5.01 ppm)
(t) Aromatic H (8.30 ppm),(u) Aromatic H (7.18 ppm)
Aromatic H (6.76 ppm), Aromatic H (7.48 ppm)
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Figure 2.24: A NOESY NMR of compound 15 after purification by flash chromatography.
Acetone was present in the sample; solvent is CDCl3.

Table 2.13; Coupling assignment for compound 15, as seen in Figure 2.24
Cross Peaking Protons
Ethynylaniline -NH (9.08 ppm), Ala -CH2 (4.92 ppm)
Ethynylaniline -NH (9.08 ppm), Ala -CH3 (1.27) ppm)
Valine -NH (7.95 ppm), Met -CH (5.06)
Valine -NH (7.95 ppm), Valine -CH3 (1.01)
Met -NH (7.17 ppm), Valine -CH3 (1.01)
Phenylalanine Aromatic (7.63 ppm), Phenylalanine -CH2 (3.02 ppm)
Alanine -NH (6.89 ppm), Phenylalanine -CH (4.32 ppm)
Methionine -CH (5.07 ppm), Methionine -CH2 (2.57 ppm)
Valine -CH (4.41 ppm), Valine -CH3 (0.99)
Methyl Ester -CH3 (3.79 ppm), Valine -CH3 (0.99)
Aromatic H (8.30 ppm), Methionine –NH (7.17 ppm)
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Figure 2.25: A ROESY NMR of compound 15 after purification by flash chromatography.
Acetone was present in the sample; solvent is CDCl3.
Table 2.14 Coupling assignments of compound 15, as illustrated by Figure 2.25.
Cross Peaking Protons
Ethynylaniline -NH (9.08 ppm), Ala -CH2 (4.92 ppm)
Valine -NH (7.95 ppm), Met -CH (5.06ppm)
Valine -NH (7.95 ppm), Valine -CH3 (1.01ppm)
Met -NH (7.63 ppm), Valine -CH3 (1.01ppm)
Phenylalanine Aromatic (7.63 ppm), Phenylalanine -CH2 (3.02 ppm)
Alanine -NH (6.89 ppm), Phenylalanine -CH (4.32 ppm)
Methionine -CH (5.07 ppm), Methionine -CH2 (2.57 ppm)
Valine -CH (4.51 ppm), Valine -CH3 (0.99ppm)
Methyl Ester -CH3 (3.79 ppm), Valine -CH3 (0.99ppm)
Methionine -CH2 (2.57ppm), Alanine -CH3 (1.28ppm)
Aromatic H (8.30 ppm), Methionine –NH (7.17 ppm)
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Chapter 3: Results and Discussion
The purpose of this study was to successfully synthesize a disubsitituted
diphenylacetylene with dipeptides attached to each phenyl ring, and then to coordinate the
complex to tungsten. The tungsten-diphenylacetylene complex was then probed to determine its
solution conformation. The synthetic route to create a disubsitituted diphenylacetylene complex
involved using 2-ethynylaniline and 2-iodobenzoic acid as starting compounds to ultimately
form the diphenylacetylene backbone via a Sonogashira reaction. Preceding the coupling, two
dipeptides were added to 2-iodobenzoic acid and 2-ethynylaniline, respectively.

Sonogashira

Figure 3.1: A generic schematic representation of the synthetic route used in the thesis to create
a disubsitituted diphenylacetylene.
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3.1: Preparation of Compound 11
The first attempt to couple 2-iodobenzoic acid with the methyl ester of methionine was
done using the coupling reagent PyBop (refer to Figure 3.1.3 for PyBop structure).

(9)

(10)

(11)

Figure 3.1.1: The schematic representation for the synthesis of 11; refer to 2.2.5 for
experimental details.
The crude sample showed 4 spots by TLC (iodine detection), indicating that there were
impurities. The crude 1HNMR suggested that the desired product was present due to the presence
of a methionine S-methyl peak (2.21 ppm) and a methyl ester peak (3.81 ppm).

Figure 3.1.2: The 1H NMR of the crude product obtained from Figure 3.1.1. The convoluted
benzene ring region was consistent with the aromatic protons of the coupling reagent PyBop.
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Pure 11 would contain two triplet peaks and two doublet peaks from its ortho substituted
benzene ring. However, an indistinguishable amount of peaks in benzene ring region of the crude
1

HNMR supported the presence of many impurities (Figure 3.1.2).
PF

N

N
N
N
O

P

N

N

Figure 3.1.3: The coupling reagent PyBop which was used to couple compound 9 and compound
10. The aromatic hydrogen atoms present are responsible for the impurity peaks.
A second attempt was done to synthesize compound 11 using the coupling reagent
PyBop. The results of the second attempt mimicked the results of the first attempt. The crude
1

HNMR contained many impurity peaks; TLC revealed the presence of multiple products and

after purification via flash chromatography, the experimental yield was 8.1%
As Figure 3.1.3 illustrates, the coupling reagent PyBop contains aromatic hydrogen atoms
which were thought to represent the source of impurities from the first coupling reaction. A
1

HNMR taken of pure PyBop (Figure 3.1.4) contains two triplet and two doublets in the aromatic

resonance region. The impurity peaks from product of Figure 3.1.1 were consistent with the
peaks of the coupling reagent PyBop. Therefore, it appeared PyBop was an ineffective coupling
reagent for coupling 9 and 10.
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Figure: 3.1.4: An 1H NMR of the coupling reagent PyBop. The peaks in the benzene ring
region are consistent with the impurity peaks found in Figure 3.1.1.
Compound 11 was synthesized according to Scheme 5 using the coupling reagent HATU
instead of PyBop. The crude 1HNMR of the sample contained no impurity peaks and the
resonances indicated pure 11 was present (refer to Table 2.12 for 11 proton assignments). TLC
indicated the presence of a single product and no purification of compound 11 was necessary.
The experimental yield, 71.1%, also improved when HATU was used as the coupling reagent.
The percent yield of 71.1% and no impurities indicated that the coupling reagent HATU was a
better choice than PyBop for the coupling of 2-iodobenzoic acid with methionine methyl ester.
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3.2: Preparation of Compound 12; refer to 2.2.6 for experimental details.

(11)

(12)

The methyl ester in 11 had to be converted to the carboxylic acid in order to couple a
second amino acid to the methionine. The base, sodium hydroxide, at 10 molar equivalents, was
used to hydrolyze the methyl ester in 11 to the carboxylate ion. In order to protonate the
carboxylate ion, strong acid was added after the ester had been hydrolyzed. Upon addition of the
12 M HCl, the solution turned cloudy white, which signified that the carboxylate was protonated
and that the resulting carboxylic acid was insoluble in the aqueous solution. A TLC was done of
the crude sample which indicated the presence of a single product. A 1H NMR (Figure 2.9) was
taken of the crude sample which supported the conversion of the methyl ester to the carboxylic
acid because the methoxy group was no longer visible in the spectrum (Table 2.7; see proton
assignments of 12). The percent yield of compound 12 in this reaction was 52.8%.

3.3: Preparation of Compound 14
Compound 12 was then coupled to an amino acid derivative of valine. Because HATU
had been effective at coupling 9 and 10, it was used as the coupling reagent in this reaction. TLC
revealed the presence of a single product and the observed resonances (Table 2.18, see proton
assignments of 14) were consistent with the structure of 14. A percent yield of 69.1% in this
reaction indicated, again, that HATU is an effective coupling reagent.
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3.4: Preparation of Compound 6
The

ethynylaniline

derivative

6

was

synthesized

via

Boc-Ala-OH

with

dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC). To prepare the alanine anhydride 4, the carbodiimide DCC,
was used to couple two molecules of Boc-Ala-OH. The anhydride 4 is an electrophile which can
undergo a nucleophilic attack by an amine, in this case by the primary amine on 2-ethynylaniline
(Figure 3.4.1).

(4)

(5)

(6)

Figure 3.4.1: The reaction equation for the synthesis of 6; refer to 2.2.2 for experimental
details.
A byproduct of the coupling reaction with DCC and compound 3 was dicyclohexylurea.
(Figure 3.4.2) The byproduct was insoluble in methylene chloride and was easily removed via
vacuum filtration. The white solid that remained after evaporation of the filtrate was 4. The
methodology to form compound 6 involved a reaction between 4 and 5 (2-ethynylaniline) as
shown in Figure 3.4.1.

Figure 3.4.2: The compound dicyclohexylurea was a byproduct from Scheme 1.
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TLC analysis of the reaction indicated the presence of multiple products. The most
concentrated spot on the TLC plate had the same Rf value as 5, which suggested that not all of
compound 5 had reacted. A 1HNMR of the crude product also indicated the presence of multiple
products. Compound 6 was purified via flash chromatography and a 1HNMR confirmed the
presence of compound 6 (Figure 2.3). The peak in the 1H NMR spectrum at ~3.5 ppm was
consistent with the alkyne hydrogen expected in 6. The alanine methyl (doublet) was present at
1.64 ppm. The percent yield of the reaction was 8.3%, which was a low yield. Previous research
by Adam Boynton, also had a low percent yield while coupling an anhydride with 2ethynylaniline.18 The low percent yield could be a product of 2-ethynylaniline forming a
conjugated amine-phenyl-alkyne system. The possible conjugation (Figure 3.4.3) would diminish
the strength of the amine as a nucleophile.

Figure 3.4.3: The resonance associated with the conjugated ring system can favor an
electron distribution that makes the amine less nucleophilic.
The presence of 2-ethynylaniline and multiple impurities constitute evidence to support
that 2-ethynylaniline was not a strong enough nucleophile to produce 6 in high yields.
The preparation of 6 was attempted four different times. The results were replicable; each
reaction resulted in percent yields below 10% and multiple products were evident. In order to
increase the efficiency of this synthetic route, the development of a better method for acylating
2-ethynylaniline would help.
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3.5: Preparation of Compound 7
The next step was to remove the Boc protecting group from 6 in order to couple a
second amino acid to compound 7. In the presence of a strong acid, such as trifluoroacetic acid,
the Boc group was removed which created an intermediate trimethylcarbocation. Anisole quickly
reacted with the carbocation to avoid unwanted byproducts. A TLC of the crude product revealed
two unique spots. Although an impurity existed with 6, as indicated by impurity peaks in the
1

HNMR of 6 (Figure 2.3), it was determined that the removal of the Boc group and subsequent

addition of the phenylalanine amino acid would not be affected by the impurity. After the
removal of the Boc protecting group, Boc-Phe-ONp would be attacked by the liberated primary
amine. The 1HNMR of the crude product from this reaction suggested the presence of compound
7 (Figure 2.3). The Boc protecting group in 6, which has a resonance shift at 1.31 ppm in the
1

HNMR spectrum (Figure 2.2), was no longer present. The singlet at 3.52 ppm (Figure 2.3)

suggested the presence of the ethyne group associated with compound 7. Based upon the loss of
the Boc t-butyl group and the addition of a peak at 3.5 ppm, it was concluded that 7 had been
prepared. The percent yield of 7 was 8.3%. Due to the ionic nature of 7, a majority of the product
may have been lost during the aqueous workup.
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3.6: Preparation of Compound 2; refer to section 2.2.4 for experimental details.

(7)

(8)

(2)

Because of the favorable attack by the free amine of 7 to any electrophile, the crude product
containing compound 7 was used in the reaction. Following the workup, TLC revealed four
unique products. Compound 2 was isolated via flash chromatography in fractions 88-101. The
1

HNMR and COSY spectra (Figure 2.4, Figure 2.6) revealed resonances consistent with the

expected resonance values of the functional groups in 2 (see Table 2.3 for proton assignments).
An experimental yield of 48.2% indicated that the production of 2 was favored involving a
reaction between 8 and the crude product containing 7.
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3.7: Preparation of compound 1

(14)

(2)

(1)

Attempt 1:
An attempt to couple 2 and 14 was done using the Sonogashira coupling reaction. The crude
1

HNMR of the product from attempt one contained resonances that corresponded to the expected

resonance patterns of compound 1 (Figure 2.13). Some of the crude product was insoluble in
deuterated chloroform. Because of the hydrophobic side chains and research by previous groups
which indicated large peptide chain have solubility problems26; deuterated DMSO was used for
NMR analysis. Resonances found in the spectrum which supported the presence of 1 included
valine methyl peaks at 0.96 ppm, phenylalanine aromatic hydrogen peaks at 7.21 ppm, a methyl
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ester peak at 3.62 ppm, a Boc t-butyl group at 1.32 ppm and the ethynylaniline amide singlet
peak at 9.72 ppm. Research done Adam Boynton also found that the amide nitrogen adjacent to
one of the diphenylacetylene benzene rings had a chemical shift pattern of a singlet at around 9.5
ppm.18 The peak at 9.72 ppm was not present in either the 1HNMR spectra of the starting
compounds 2 or 14, which also supported the formation of compound 1. However, an ESMS
(Figure 2.14) did not contain the M+Na ion peak at 821 m/z expected for 1. A peak at 891 m/z
was the only peak found in the spectra. An attempt to purify the crude product and isolate either
compound 1 or the unknown was unsuccessful. The compound with a molecular weight of 891
m/z will be characterized in section 3.7.2.
Attempt 2:
A second attempt to couple 2 and 14 using a Sonogashira coupling reaction was
attempted. The experimental protocol was changed slightly due to the failure to form 1 in attempt
one. The molar equivalents of copper iodide and the palladium catalyst were increased and the
palladium catalyst was purified five times with methanol, as opposed to three times in the first
coupling attempt (refer to 2.2.8 for experimental details). The 1HNMR of the crude product from
attempt 2 (Figure 2.15) contained resonances which corresponded to the unique side chains of
each amino acid present in 1. However, the integration values did not correspond to the expected
integration values for 1. An ESMS of the crude sample did not provide a peak for the M + Na ion
for 1. The major peak present again was the peak at 891 m/z. The crude product was purified via
flash chromatography. Both 2 and 14 were isolated which indicated that the coupling reaction
had not successfully gone to completion. The unknown product with a molecular ion peak at 891
m/z was not isolated.
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Attempt 3:
A third attempt to couple 2 and 14 was attempted, again using a Sonogashira coupling.
The experimental procedure was based upon attempt one; however, the reaction was allowed to
run for 48 hours. An ESMS of the crude sample contained an ion peak for 1 (Figure 2.19) and
the experimental isotope pattern was consistent with the theoretical isotope pattern. After
purification via flash chromatography, diphenylacetylene 1 was isolated and the compound with
a molecular ion peak at 891 m/z was also isolated. The undesired compound was present in
fractions 25-31 and 1 was found in fractions 35-52. The 1HNMR of 1 contained many suggestive
features (Figure 2.17). First, the resonances in 1 for the amide functional groups shifted upward
following the coupling reaction (Table 3.1.1). Most notable was the amide adjacent to the αcarbon of valine that saw its resonance increase drastically from 6.83 ppm to 8.38 ppm and the
amide adjacent to the benzene ring shifted from 8.54 ppm to 9.51 ppm.
Table 3.1.7: The resonances of the amide protons before the Sonogashira coupling (2+14) and
after in the diphenylacetylene complex (1). An increase in the resonance of the internal amide
protons of 1 indicate that hydrogen bonding occurs.
Amide
Ethynylaniline
Valine
Methionine
Phenylalanine
Alanine

Before Coupling (ppm)
8.54
6.83
6.63
4.46
6.49

Diphenylacetylene (ppm)
9.51
8.38
6.82
5.31
7.25

Each of the amide protons that experienced an increase in their resonance value were in a
position to form a hydrogen bond with a carbonyl on the opposing stand should 1 adopt an antiparallel β-sheet conformation. Hydrogen bonding decreases the electronic shield of the amide
protons which increases their sensitivity to magnetic interactions. Therefore, the increase in the
chemical shifts of the ethynylaniline, valine, and phenylalanine amide protons indicate hydrogen
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bonding in 1. Both the methyl ester (4.55 ppm) and methionine methyl group (2.14 ppm) of 1
appeared as two singlets, This observation could be attributed to 1 existing in two different
conformations.

3.7.2: Analysis of Unknown
An unknown with a molecular weight at 891 m/z was a product in each Sonogashira
coupling reaction. In the first two attempts to couple compounds 2 and 14, the unknown was the
major product and compound 1 was not present. In the third coupling attempt, compound 1 was
formed but the unknown was still present as indicated by TLC and ESMS. It is likely that during
the coupling reaction, the alkyne compound (20) dimerized to form a conjugated diyne (Figure
3.7.1).

20

Figure 3.7.1: The conjugated diyne represents the likely byproduct found in all three
Sonogashira coupling reactions.

The resonances found in the HNMR spectra indicated that the unknown compound was
the conjugated diyne. (Figure 3.7.3) The key resonances included a Boc t-butyl group resonance
at 1.32 ppm, ethynylaniline amide NH at 8.71 ppm, phenylalanine aromatic hydrogens at
7.11ppm and an alanine methyl group at 1.53 ppm. The ESMI of the crude product (Figure 2.16)
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from the first and second Sonogashira coupling reactions had a molecular ion peak
corresponding to the molecular weight of 20 with an addition sodium cation. Additionally, the
theoretical isotope pattern of 20 (Figure 3.7.2) matched the experimental isotope pattern (Figure
2.16).

Figure 3.7.2: The theoretical isotope pattern of 20 was consistent with the experimental isotope
pattern of the unknown product from the first and second Sonogashira coupling reactions.
Homocoupling of alkynes have been reported before as a byproduct in Sonogashira
coupling reaction.25 This is because the formation of a dialkyne is favored in the presence of
oxygen and copper. The dialkyne indicates oxygen was present in the three coupling reactions
attempted. All three coupling attempts in the thesis were run under positive nitrogen pressure, yet
the diyne product still formed. Future attempts to couple alkyne and halide derivatives via a
palladium catalyst and copper should take caution to avoid exposure to oxygen. Although
compound 20 was not the desired compound, it would be of interest to probe the conformational
characteristics of 20 upon coordination to tungsten.
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Figure 3.7.3: The 1HNMR of the unknown product isolated from the third attempt at a coupling
reaction between compound 2 and compound 14. This product was the major species found after
the first and second attempt to couple the two fragments.
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3.7.3 Analysis of Tungsten Complex:
After pure 1 was synthesized, the next step involved reacting 1 with W(CO)3(dmtc)2 in an
attempt to form a monoalkyne complex (Scheme 9, refer to 2.2.9 for experiment details). If the
monoalkyne complex was successfully formed it was of interest to determine if the beta-sheet
conformation was retained in the peptide portion of the molecule.

Scheme 9: The coordination of 1 with tungsten to form 15, the conformational characteristics of
15 was probed to determine if a beta-sheet conformation existed.
Over the course of the reaction, the contents of the reaction flask turned green. The color
transition was an important qualitative indication that coordination of W(CO)3(dmtc)2 to 1 was
occurring. Because the monoalkyne complex was thought to be air sensitive a flash column was
immediately done to isolate pure 15. The 1HNMR of 15 (Figure 2.22) contained a number of
unique resonances. The spectra contained resonances which corresponded to all four amino acid
side chain groups, (m, valine methyl groups: q, methionine methyl group: e, phenylalanine
aromatic hydrogen’s, g, alanine methyl group). Furthermore, resonances for the methyl groups
found in the dmtc ligand were present (a), another indication that the coordination reaction was
successful. The ESI-MS (Figure 2.21) contained a molecular ion peak (1273.7m/z)
corresponding to the molecular weight of 15 plus an addition sodium cation. The fragmentation
pattern of Figure 2.21 contained another molecular ion peak at 1245.9m/z which corresponded to
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the removal of the CO ligand. The experimental isotope pattern of 15, plus an addition sodium
cation, matched the theoretical spectrum.
Upon coordination of a diphenylacetylene complex with a single acid substituent, Adam
Boynton found doubling of resonances for multiple protons (Figure 1.15, 1K, IM)18. The
representation of a single proton by two unique peaks indicated that the complex existed as two
isomers. The 1HNMR of 15 (Figure 2.21) shows doubling of resonances, for example the alanine
amide (f). As seen in Figure 3.7.3, the hydrogen of the alanine amide had two peaks which were
identical in splitting pattern (doublet) and whose individual integration values were each 0.5.

Figure 3.7.3: The double resonance (6.93ppm, 6.87ppm) found of the alanine amide proton in 15,
refer to 2.17 for full 1HNMR.
The two doublets of the alanine amide indicate that two isomers existed for 15. Research by
Curran et. al found two diastereomers occurred for monoalkyne peptide complexes as a result of
two possible orientations of the dmtc ligand with the tungsten9. Therefore, it is likely that 15a
and 15b represent the two diastereomers of complex 15 (Figure 3.7.4)
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15c

15a

15d

15b

Figure 3.7.4: The presence of two diastereomers for 15, 15a and 15b was illustrated by the
doubling of resonances for the alanine amide, the methionine methyl group and the methyl ester.
Due to rotation about the alkyne, a second conformation can exist for 15a and 15b, as
illustrated by 15c and 15d, respectively. R1 represents the side chain for the amino acid
methionine.
The doubling of resonances is also evident (Figure 2.22) for the methionine methyl group (q) and
the methyl ester (j).
The COSY spectrum of 15 (Figure 2.23) contained the expected crosspeaks of the
coordinated disubsitituted diphenylacetylene. The significant cross peaks included the alanine α
carbon (h) which crossed with the alanine amide (f), the methionine α carbon crossed with the
methionine amide (s), the valine α carbon (k) crossed with the valine amide (n) and the
phenylalanine α carbon crossed with the phenylalanine amide (e). The NOESY NMR (Figure
2.24) provided insight to whether 15 was in a β-sheet conformation because it gave cross peaks
of spatially close hydrogen nuclei. The experimental NOESY cross peaks (Table 2.13) were
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consistent with those Kemp and Li used to claim that their complex was in a β-sheet
conformation.6 Figure 3.7.5 illustrates the important NOE’s that indicate 15 maintains a β-sheet
conformation.

Figure 3.7.5: The arrows indicate major NOESY crosspeaks found for 15.

The NOESY crosspeaks between the valine amide and the methionine α carbon, as well as the
crosspeaks between the phenylalanine α carbon and the alanine amide indicate both peptide
chains exist in a linear conformation. The NOESY crosspeaks between the alanine amide and α
carbon of phenylalanine, as well as the valine amide and methionine α were analogous to the
cross peaks Adam Boynton found for his monoalkyne complex.18 Another significant NOESY
cross peak involved the coupling of a hydrogen of the diphenylacetylene benzene ring to the
methionine amide proton. (Figure 3.7.6) The proximity of the methionine amide proton to the
diphenylacetylene benzene ring proton further indicated that 15 existed in a β-sheet
conformation.
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Figure 3.7.6: The NOESY coupling between an aromatic hydrogen (8.30ppm) of
diphenylacetylene and the methionine amide hydrogen (7.17ppm).
Previous research by Kemp and Li and Boynton did not find any through space coupling
between the terminal residues of the peptide chain.18,6 However, due to the size of the Boc t-butyl
group of 15, it was thought through space coupling would occur between the t-butyl group and
methyl ester. However, neither the ROESY nor the NOESY NMR experiments detected a
coupling signal between the methyl ester and the t-butyl group of 15.
The technique of DMSO titration was utilized to determine the presence of hydrogen
bonding in the structure of 15. The solvent DMSO represents a strong hydrogen bond acceptor
and could form hydrogen bonds with protons of an amide group. Consequently, upon increasing
the percentage of DMSO in a solution, the presence of intramolecular hydrogen bonding can be
measured through a lack of change in the chemical shift of the amide NH proton. If 15 exists in a
β-sheet structure, certain amide protons would be engaged in intramolecular hydrogen bonds
with an opposing carbonyl group. An increase in the percentage of DMSO in solution would
therefore have little to no effect upon the chemical shift of amide protons engaged in these
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hydrogen bonds. In 15
15,, the ethynylaniline amide proton, the valine amide proton and the
phenylalanine amide group wo
would
uld be engaged in hydrogen bonding with amide carbonyls on the
opposing strand. The amide proton of alanine and methionine however, would not be hydrogen
bonded. A DMSO titration of 15 was done. The data supported the conclusion that 15 exists in
a β-sheet
et conformation (Figure 3.7.7
3.7.7).
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Figure 3.7.7: The resonances of valine proton, alanine proton and ethynylaniline amide of 15 as
d6-DMSO was added in increments to 20%.
The resonance of the valine amide proton and the ethynylaniline amide proton remained
constant. The alanine amide proton resonance shifted upward upon the incremental additions of
d6-DMSO. However, the resonance of the alanine amide proton was only measured up to
7.15ppm because it was lost under the phenylalanine aromatic hydrogen region. The results of
the experiment complement work by Adam Boy
Boynton18 which found that the resonance of the
ethynylaniline amide proton of 1L-1O (refer to Figure 1.15)) did not shift upwards when DMSO
was added in increments. The resonances from the DMSO titration experiment provide evidence
to support the claim that 15 exists in a β-sheet conformation.
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Conclusion:
There were two unique goals to this thesis. The first was to develop a synthetic route for a
β-sheet mimetic involving a diphenylacetylene backbone with two amino acids attached to each
phenyl group. Via peptide and Sonogashira coupling 1 was successfully synthesized. It was
determined that HATU was more efficient at coupling amino acid groups together. It was also
found that 2-ethynylaniline was an inefficient nucleophile when trying to couple the amino acid
alanine to a phenyl ring.
The second goal was upon successful synthesize of 1, to coordinate it to tungsten. It was
found that compound 1 could be successfully coordinated to tungsten to form 15. Through NMR
techniques and DMSO titration experiments, 15 was found to exhibit hydrogen bonding between
the amide proton and carbonyl groups of the two diphenylacetylene peptide strands in a β-sheet
conformation. Therefore, 15 represents a model for β-sheet mimetics involving a
diphenylacetylene backbone coordinated to tungsten.
Future work might involve coupling more than two amino acid residues to each
diphenylacetylene ring. Furthermore, if a complex with a large number of amino acid residues on
each phenyl ring could be coordinated to tungsten would it maintain a β-sheet conformation. It
would also be of interest to develop a more efficient synthetic route for synthesizing orthosubstituted phenyl ring with an alkyene substituent and amino acid substituent.
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Appendix of Data Files:
Figure 2.1:
topspin\data\Francis Herman Thesis\nmr\Fragment 1, Experiment 1, Trial 2, Fragment 47-79
Dry\1\pdata\1
Figure 2.3:
C:\Bruker\topspin\data\Francis Herman Thesis\nmr\Fragment 1 Total Dried\2\pdata\1
Figure 2.4:
C:\Bruker\topspin\data\Francis Herman Thesis\nmr\Fragment 1, Experiment 4, Trial 2
Crude\2\pdata\1
Figure 2.6:
C:\Bruker\topspin\data\Francis Herman Thesis\nmr\Fragment 1, Experiment 2, Trial 1
Crude\1\pdata\1
Figure 2.7:
C:\Bruker\topspin\data\Francis Herman\nmr\Fraction 70-94, Fragment 2, Experiment 1\1\pdata\1
Figure 2.9:
C:\Bruker\topspin\data\Francis Herman Thesis\nmr\Fragment 2, Experiment 2, Trial 1 (Second
Attempt)\1\pdata\1
Figure 2.10:
C:\Bruker\topspin\data\Francis Herman Thesis\nmr\Fragment 2 Total Dried\1\pdata\1
Figure 2.13:
C:\Bruker\topspin\data\Francis Herman Thesis\nmr\Diphenylacetylene in DMSO Try 3\1\pdata\1
Figure 2.15:
C:\Bruker\topspin\data\Francis Herman Thesis\nmr\Sonagahira Coupling Diphenylacetylne
Attempt 2 (256 Scans)\1\pdata\1
Figure 2.17:
C:\Bruker\topspin\data\Francis Herman Thesis\nmr\Sonagashira 3 Fractions 35-52 256
Scans\1\pdata\1
Figure 2.18:
C:\Bruker\topspin\data\Francis Herman Thesis\nmr\Sonagashira 3 Fractions 35-52 256
Scans\5\pdata\1
Figure 2.22
C:\Bruker\topspin\data\OrgoLab\nmr\Apr23-2014-OrgoLab\1000\pdata\1
Figure 2.23
C:\Bruker\topspin\data\OrgoLab\nmr\Apr23-2014-OrgoLab\1001\pdata\1
Figure 2.24:
C:\Bruker\topspin\data\OrgoLab\nmr\Apr23-2014-OrgoLab\1002\pdata\1
Figure 2.25:
C:\Bruker\topspin\data\OrgoLab\nmr\Apr23-2014-OrgoLab\1003\pdata\1
Figure 3.7.3:
C:\Bruker\topspin\data\Francis Herman Thesis\nmr\Unknown from Sonagashira 3 MW
891\1\pdata\1
Figure 3.1.4:
C:\Bruker\topspin\data\Francis Herman Thesis\nmr\PyBoP\1\pdata\1
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NMR Experiments of Compound 15 done in Dueterated Methylene Chloride
1

HNMR:
C:\Bruker\topspin\data\OrgoLab\nmr\Apr24-2014-OrgoLab\1992\pdata\1
COSY NMR:
C:\Bruker\topspin\data\OrgoLab\nmr\Apr24-2014-OrgoLab\1993\pdata\1
NOESY NMR:
C:\Bruker\topspin\data\OrgoLab\nmr\Apr24-2014-OrgoLab\1994\pdata\1
ROESY NMR:
C:\Bruker\topspin\data\OrgoLab\nmr\Apr24-2014-OrgoLab\1995\pdata\1
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